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Let V3 be a set of truth values f0;1=2;1g and D be a set of designated values. Implication is
called natural if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) C-extending, i.e. restrictions to the subset f0;1g of V3 coincide with the classical impli-
cation;
(2) If p! q 2 D and p 2 D, then q 2 D, i.e. the matrices for implication need to be nor-
mal in the sense of Łukasiewicz-Tarski (condition sufficient for the verification of modus
ponens);
(3) Let p q, then p! q 2 D;
(4) p! q 2V3, in other cases.
In [9] it is shown that in the class of three-valued logics there are only 3 natural implications,
that are the extensions of weak Kleene logic Kw3 with connectives f;\;[g [4] and which
generate 3 logics, which are functionally equivalent to the Bochvar’s logic of nonsense B3.
Let’s define the tables for these implications and involution :

1 0
1=2 1=2
0 1
!1 1 1=2 0
1 1 1 0
1=2 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
!2 1 1=2 0
1 1 0 0
1=2 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
!3 1 1=2 0
1 1 0 0
1=2 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
Let’s consider the following matrices:
M1 = hf0;1=2;1g;;!1;f1;1=2gi;
M2 = hf0;1=2;1g;;!2;f1gi;
M3 = hf0;1=2;1g;;!3;f1gi:
MatriceM1 is the characteristic matrix for paraconsistent logic P12 and matriceM2 is the char-
acteristic matrix for paracomplete logic I12. Note, that P
1
2 is the extension of paraconsistent logic
P1 [6] by adding , and I12 is the extension of paracomplete logic I1 [7], which was constructed
as dual for P1. Hilbert-style axiomatic systems for all these four logics are given in [5]. Notice,
that logics P1 and I1 are a combination of two three-valued isomorphs of C2 [2].
Matrice M3, whether, D = f1g, or D = f1;1=2g, defines paranormal logic TK1, i.e. logic,
which is paraconsistent and paracomplete.
Notice, that in definition of natural implication we used the strong formulation ofmodus ponens
rule, asserting preserving of designated truth-values:
(i)8M8v[(jAjMv 2 D& jA! BjMv 2 D)) (jBjMv 2 D)];
where jAjMv is a valuation v of some formula A in matrixM.
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But if we accept the weak formulation of modus ponens rule, asserting preserving tautologies:
(ii)8M [8v(jAjMv 2 D)&8v(jA! BjMv 2 D))8v(jBjMv 2 D)];
then the class of Bochvar’s logics is complimented by one more logic, this time with implication
!4 (see [10, p. 123], there it is a logic with implication!29), which is defined as follows:
x!4 y=
(
0; if x= 1 and y= 0,
1;otherwise.
Note, that in [3, p. 27] Bochvarian’s implications are lattice ordered with respect to the property
of strong / weak modus ponens and the set of designated values f1g=f1;1=2g.
Let’s consider the matrixM4 = hf0;1=2;1g;;!4;f1;1=2gi;which characterizes the logic TK2,
dual to TK1, because TK2 is neither paraconsistent nor paracomplete. This allows us to con-
struct a lattice of logics (denoted by TK), with respect to the possession of one of the paraprop-
erties:
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THEOREM 1. Logics P12, I
1
2, TK
1 and TK2 are pairwise fuctionally equivalent.
THEOREM 2. Let B1 be the class of all external formulas (i.e. the only possible values of
these formulas are 1 or 0) of three-valued Bochvar’s logic B3. Let this class be defined by the
Peirce’s arrow g [8] and extended by the connective. Then logic I12 with connectives f;!2g
and logic B1 with connectives f;gg are fuctionally equivalent.
COROLLARY 1. Logics P12, I
1
2, TK
1 and TK2 are fuctionally equivalent to B1 .
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